Follow these steps to create
your own journey map
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Translate your brand promise into experience principles
Most organizations have spent time defining what their brand
stands for. The goal here is to take those differentiating strengths
and attributes and bring them to life in high-level experiential
terms. Using each of the grey boxes, map your experience
principles as they relate to your brand or mission pillars. One B2B
engineering firm defined theirs as “winning the great race.”

Idea in Practice: Learn how a leading
customer-centric organization uses journey
maps to operationalize its brand promise
Having established a brand promise built on high-quality
and complete care, one of the country’s largest health care systems
was faced with a major challenge: how to deliver an ownable, unique,
and consistent experience across a disparate national network.

Cancer Care
Patient Experience

Define your core customer
Using your existing insights, think of an individual you can bring to
life to embark on this journey. Include representative demographic
and behavioral characteristics for a typical customer, their
motivations – what are the things that are most important to him
or her? And finally, what are some potential obstacles or barriers
to choosing us (proximity, lack of awareness, competitors,
reputation, etc.)?
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Map key steps in the journey
Now the time has come to map out the key stages for the journey.
First, give a name to each stage e.g., Awareness, Research, Choice,
etc. for up to 5 stages. Next, identify the customer of prospect goal
for each stage. Include a range of emotions that the individual feels
depending on the stage they’re in. For example, IKEA sells hot dogs
for 50 cents because it knows that shoppers encounter at least
some frustration by the end of their shopping journey.
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Identify key communications
Next, we want to get a sense for the touchpoints that your customer
experiences at each stage of the journey as it exists today – both
paid, owned, and earned. Don’t limit these to what marketing is in
charge of, but rather what is most important from the customer’s
eyes, from the receptionist, to the parking lot, to the ease of finding
information on the website, or even a customer service agent. Circle
the key touchpoints in each stage of the journey.
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Define opportunities
Finally, make a note of the top three opportunities to align
the experience with the principles you defined in step one.
Opportunities to improve the experience could fall under
your strategy, operations, marketing and communications,
coordination, collaboration, or culture. For example, if Comcast’s
promise of “The Future of Awesome” doesn’t ring true when a
customer interacts with customer service, this could represent
a priority area for the CMO or CXO to work on with his/her
operations counterpart.

Beth Williams, 41
Breast Cancer
Patient

Motivations
She actively seeks out
convenient, affordable
care for her family;
She wants to be proactive
about managing her
health, but puts the
needs of others first;
She worries that cancer
will take her away from
her family

Innovation
“The Right Care Without Boundaries”
We make getting the best care as easy as possible
We constantly explore ways to improve the care
experiences

Synergy
“Leveraging the Best”
We leverage our national network to provide the
latest and best care
We connect all the dots to provide a complete and
seamless experience

Aware

Screening

Diagnosis

Passively receive information about
Cancer Care; Casually learn about my cancer
care options

Learn more about screenings and high-risk
programs; Easily schedule and attend a screening

Receive a clear diagnosis as quickly as possible;
Develop a care plan; Schedule and prepare for
Understand immediate next steps; Extensively
treatment; Get the highest quality, coordinated
research provider options; Confirm or select provider care possible

Develop a clear, easy to undstand survivorship plan

Communications
(Bold and color =
Standardized)

- National Cancer Care website (S)
- Local market Cancer Care website (S - design)
- Local market comprehensive brochure (online
and at physician offices)
- Targeted education materials, i.e. Breast Center,
Lung, Prostate, etc. (online and at physician office)
- SEO
- Social/digital marketing
- Community screenings/classes (S – minimum
number and quality)

- Local market cancer care website (S - design)
- Screening information packet (online and at
physician office)
- Easy appointment scheduling (phone,
online, walk-in) (S – scheduling and access
standards)
- Care path instructions (online, at screening facility,
and physician office)
- Market defined pathway from first patient contact
to diagnosis (Navigator facilitation)
- Market defined pathway from patient referral to
diagnosis (communicated to physician)

- Diagnosis (S – maximum results timing,
- Patient/physician/cancer portal
I.e. 7 days)
- Resource materials, i.e. support groups, financial
- Next steps instructions
support, clinical trial access, etc.
- Support resources information
- Cost breakdown sheet
- National Cancer Care website (S)
- Financial advisor/consult
- Local market Cancer Care website (S – design) - Status update process and timeline for family
- Local market comprehensive brochure (online
and physician
and at physician offices)
- Targeted education materials, i.e. Breast Center,
Lung, Prostate, etc. (online and at physician office)
- Market defined process for notifying patient,
physician and navigator of results

- Survivorship plan, i.e "Passport” (print and
digital) (S – template)
- Support groups and services (S – minimum
number and quality)
- Patient/physician/cancer portal
- Online survivorship information
- Referral process for palliative and hospice care
- Health records (print and digital)

“I spend a lot of
time outdoors in
the sun, skin cancer
is always at the
back of my mind.”
Profile
Married with three
school-aged children;
Lives in a small town
Works part-time as an
office manager;
Volunteers at her church

Unity
“Mission of Inspiring Improved Health”
We put patients above all else
We make sure patients have what they need and
know what to expect next
We encourage and motivate patients to actively
manage their health

Patient Goals

Persona
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Experience
Principles

happy
Beth’s Journey

Patient Mood
Scale

“I want to learn more
about screenings so
I can be proactive
with my health.”

confident
comfortable
nervous
anxious

“I’m healthy, but
should keep my
eyes open for great
providers in case
something happens.”

Navigator
introduction

“I need to get a
screening to make
sure I don’t have
cancer, or at least
catch it early”

Treatment

“I am overwhelmed
and need to make
sure I will get the
best care possible.”

“I would really like ongoing
support to help me be my
healthiest self.”

“I am worried about
my health and
want a clearly
defined care plan.”

Navigator discussion and
review (personal outreach)

Navigator provides
coordination and helps
develop care plan and
treatment schedule

“90% of people diagnosed with
cancer will live for a long time.”
—Chief Medical Officer, Leading National Cancer Care Institute

Navigator follow-up
and check-ins

Patient
Portal

“I am anxious to
get my diagnosis.”

afraid

Potential Obstacles to
Choosing Us
Proximity
Scheduling

Survivorship

long-term plan for reengineering processes around the customer.
As a direct result of the exercise, a baseline standard has been
established that describes the minimum level of experience that
each facility is expected to deliver on. Since then, leaders have spent
time communicating and training their staff in their respective regions
and facilities.

Now take a minute to
think about your customer
experience today
Q1: How well defined is your customer experience?

1
Not at all
defined

2

3

4

5
Very
defined

Q2: How consistent is your customer experience today?

1
Not at all
consistent

2

3

4

5
Very well
consistent

“I am scared to begin
treatment, but eager
to get it over.”

Physician
Coordination

Displays and provides Cancer Care materials in
office; Contacted by navigator and provided with
information packet including Cancer Care info,
referral process, etc.

Provides patient with screening information; Speaks Receives call from Navigator to discuss patient
diagnosis and next steps; Provides patient with
with Navigator to help with scheduling, exchange
critical clinical information, and receive notifications additional information and guidance on providers
of patient screenings; Refers patient; Provides patient
with care path instructions

Opportunities

Consumer and physician advisory councils; Phone
app with health information; Advertising;
Newsletter; Sponsorships / cobranding;
Informational videos; Physician lunch and learns;
Thought leadership and advocacy

Phone app for tracking care plan and status for the Phone app for survivorship plan and resources;
Cancer Care hotline; Screening events; Informational Cancer Care hotline; Cancer Care support
videos; Phone App with screening info; Cancer Care community; Patient and physician portal; Phone app patient and family; Cancer Wellness Program; Virtual Cancer Wellness Program; Survivorship communities;
Consumer and physician advisory councils; Support
for tracking care plan and status for the patient and physician meetings; Concierge/escort; Caregiver
hotline; Phone app for scheduling; Physician
interaction protocols; Waiting room experience
group discounts
family; "Meet the physician" videos
communication plan
standards; Informational videos; Discharge
experience protocols

Receives status updates and establishes a feedback
loop with us; Reviews care plan with Navigator;
Receives discharge notification; Participates in MDC
conferences

Receives discharge summary and discusses with
Navigator

A series of customer journey workshops brought in representatives
from across the network where cross-functional groups, including the
head of cancer care, physicians, administrators, and care deliverers
mapped out the experience by putting themselves in the customer’s
shoes. Groups assessed the current experience and compared it to
what an ideal journey would look like.
By understanding the customer goals and key touchpoints at each
stage, the group aligned around common definitions and put together
a series of tactics and measurement tools incorporated into a phased

As health care systems and organizations wrestle with the
shift to a model of coordinated care delivery, internal teams need
access to new tools and resources that can help bring different groups
and functions together to align around the customer experience.
Customer journey mapping is a technique that has long been applied
by best-in-class marketing organizations across many industries,
from consumer goods to business services. At the heart of this
approach is placing the customer at the center of the experience
and understanding all of the steps along the journey. Throughout this
journey, the individual is a patient for only a small amount of time.

“Throughout this journey, the
individual is a patient for only a
small amount of time.”
The march towards consumer-driven choices in health care and
the retailization of the industry shows little sign of abating. This
means brands take on an increasingly important role; and brands
are ultimately defined by the experience they deliver. It’s never been
better for health care marketers and strategists to play a leading role in
driving the connection between the promise your organization makes
and how that comes to life in service-line experiences. Using the word
“customer” better reflects today’s holistic view of cancer care beginning
with education and awareness, screening, diagnosing, outpatient
management, and survivorship.

Turn this sheet over and follow the steps
to create your own experience map.

Q3: How seamless is your customer experience?

1
Not at all
seamless

2

3

4

5
Very
seamless

Q4: On a scale from 1 - 5, how much is customer experience a
priority for your organization?

1
Low
priority

2

3

4

5
High priority

Share your answers at svy.mk/1YunAWh and see how you stack up
against your peers. You can also find the survey link by following us on
Twitter @monigle.

Customer
Experience Map
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Persona

Customer Journey
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Follow the step-by-step instructions
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Motivations
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Communications
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Potential Obstacles to
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